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In brief Chicano Heritage Month cultures students
Amy Ann English
Associate Editor

Update on Dean
Mohsen Anvari
Dean Mohsen An
vari, who was set to
appear in court on
Tues. Sept. 26, has
postponed his court
date to next week.
Dean Anvari was ar
rested on Sept. 16, on
charges of complicity
to possess drugs.
On
Sept.
22,
Dundee Wealth Man
agement, the com
pany for whom Dean
Anvari was a director,
issued a press release
announcing his res
ignation. The press
release explained that
h's resignation was
"'due to personal rea
sons."
Dr. Mary Lyons
also expressed her
initial thoughts to stu
dents regarding the
incident. In an e-mail
to the USD commu
nity, Dr. Lyons em
phasized the impor
tance of supporting
the School of Busi
ness and its students
as we await the final
verdict.
Dr. Lyons stressed
that "The reputation,
effectiveness and suc
cess of this university
derive from the col
lective commitments,
talents, and values of
this community. Our
mission, our vision,
and our values are in
tact and serve to re
mind us of the hopes
and aspirations we
have as a university."
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September is Chicano/Latino
Heritage
month and USD is cel
ebrating with keynote
speaker Sofia Quintero,
La Fiesta Torera Recep
tion, a conference by
Trans-Border Institute
with keynote speakers
Jorge Castaneda and Dr.
Rober Pastor, and other
related events.
"It's a month to cel
ebrate the richness of
many Latino cultures,
dance, music, food, and
struggles," said Guada
lupe R. Corona, Direc
tor of the United Front
Multicultural Center.
A.S.
Multicultural
Relations Board, in
co-sponsorship
with
A.Ch.A. and M.E.Ch.

A. invited Sofia Quin
tero to speak yesterday,
Wednesday Sept. 27 to
the USD community.
Ms. Quintero is an or
ganizer, writer, and La
tino activist. She spoke
about Latino identity
and popular econom
ics for young people of
color.
"She provided the
students with knowl
edge about a population
that the media distorts
their contributions and
voices across the na
tion," Corona said.
"We did a lot of re
search
on different
speakers that could
come to campus and So
fia Quintero caught our
eyes because of her want
to spread awareness of
how it is to be Latino,
and dealing with iden-

Strategic Directions
Committee hosts lecture
Natalie Zanzucchi

Editor-in-Chief

This Thursday, Sept.
28 Kenneth Himes,
O.F.M. will visit USD
to speak on Catholic So
cial Thought and Catho
lic Social Teaching.
Fr. Himes, current
chairperson of the the
ology department at
Boston College and past
president of the Catholic
Theological Society of
America, is a respected
theologian who has ed
ited and authored many
books including Modern
Catholic Social Teach
ing: Commentaries and
Interpretations.
In a recent review of
Modern Catholic So
cial Teaching Ameri
can Magazine claimed
the "volume is a superb
contribution to Catholic
social ethics and will
undoubtedly serve as a
basic text, providing a
synthetic statement of
the last century of the
Catholic social tradi
tion. While its primary

audience is the Catholic
community, it provides
a comprehensive and
scholarly introduction
and reference for anyone
interested in the content,
development and influ
ence of Catholic social
teaching."
Fr. Himes will speak
about the topic of this
book on Thursday at
12:30p.m. in UC Forum
A/B and at 7p.m. in Shiley Theatre.
Thursday's events are
hosted by the Strategic
Directions
Commit
tee on Catholic Social
Thought, which is "one
of four strategic direc
tions initiatives pro
posed by President Mary
Lyons in 2004 ... cre
ated to inform a respect
ful dialogue about these
principles and express
the Catholic identity of
the university," explains
USD's Catholic Identity
webpage.
The webpage also

See Catholic,
Page 2

tity issues," said April
Cheng, Co-Director for
Multicultural Program
ming this year for AS.
Chicano/Latino heri
tage is not only cele
brated in September, but
it is also a part of several
student organizations'
agenda.
"On the contrary to
what most might be
lieve [that this club is
only for Mexicans or
Chicanos] our organi
zation is open to all. I
believe it is important to
recognize and celebrate
Latino heritage because
it is a way for Latinos
to leam about their own
cultures and an opportu
nity for others outside of
our cultural community
to do the same. Being

See Chicano,
Page 2

COURTESY OF TBI

Dr. Robert A. Pastor, Director of the Center for North
American Studies at American University is one of
the keynote speakers for the TBI conference next
week.

Marketplace no longer
accepts meal plans
Laura Longobardi

News Editor

This year, Dining Setvices has decided that
students will not be able
to use meal plans in the
Marketplace.
According to Dining
Services, there are two
reasons for this change:
economics and wellness*
Dining Services prices
items differently and they
make a smaller amount
on each item sold than
usual.
At the end of last year,
students attempting to
use up meal plans were
buying cases of Red Bull
or soft drinks using their
extra meals. This had a
huge impact on the abil
ity of the Marketplace to
support itself.
When meal plans are
used, there is a negative
financial impact on Din
ing Services.
This is a problem pri
marily because Dining
Services, like the Book
store, is a self-funding

ADENA JANSEN/THE VISTA

A new sign informs students that they can not use
meal plans at the Marketplace in the University
Center.

auxiliary, meaning that
money from tuition does
not go to them. They
must support themselves.
This means not only
paying for food items
themselves, but also pay
ing the wages of student

workers.
In addition, Dining
Services is required to
make a contribution to
the University to offset

See Marketplace,
Page 3
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Somalis flee as troops
invade; Ethiopia
suspected
Hundreds of So
mali citizens have
fled to Kenya as a
result of continued
strife as well as a new
threat from troops
supposedly sent from
Ethiopia.
Ethiopia claims
they support the inter
im government, but
have not sent troops
to battle the Union of
Islamic Courts.
The UIC, which
has been steadily in
creasing its hold on
Somalia since June,
interpreted the troops
to be a declaration of
war on Somalia.
Romania and Bul
garia welcomed into
EU
Prime ministers
Sergei Stanishev of
Bulgaria and Calin

Taricean of Romania
announced that after
seven years of talks
they will be admitted
to the EU in Jan. 2007
under strict conditions.
These conditions were
formed to ensure EU
funds would be prop
erly spent and that
each country would be
checked for progress
in curbing organized
crime and corruption.
Both leaders ac
knowledged this was a
proud moment for their
respective countries.
Japan elects new
prime minister
Former Chief Cabi
net Secretary Shinzo
Abe succeeded Junich
iro Koizumi as Japa
nese prime minister on
Tuesday.
Abe, the first pre
mier born after WWII,
announced he has plans
to pursue better dip
lomatic relations with
Asian neighbors as
well as bolster Japa-

nese economy.
U.N. intends to send
military support to
Darfur
The troubled Su
danese region of
Darfur can expect
U.N. support for the
ill-equipped Afri
can Union force, the
main defense against
horrific, ongoing vio
lence since 2003.
The U.N. intends
to move 105 per
sonnel to Darfur in
the next few weeks.
However, this pack
age of assistance
has not yet been ap
proved by Sudanese
President Omar Has
san al-Bashir, who
has refused U.N.
support in the past
for fear it will divide
and weaken Sudan.
The African Union.
is in favor of turning
over control to peace
keepers because of
equipment shortages
and lack of funds.
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ADVERTISING MANAGER

Father Himes will give an introduction to Catholic
Social Thought on Sept. 28.

Applications of Catholic
Social Teaching discussed
Catholic, continued
defines Catholic Social
Teaching as "a rich heri
tage of wisdom and a liv
ing tradition, which ex
presses the commitment
of the Catholic Church to
work for a just and peace
ful society."
Fr. Himes will pro
vide an introduction to
Catholic Social Teaching
and will participate in
dialogue with audience
members following his
afternoon presentation.
In the evening, the

discussion will focus on
wisdom and heritage in
the Church with the aim
of creating a peaceful
society.
"It would seem that all
too few Catholics know
about the Church's social
teaching," the Fourth
Revised and Expanded
Edition of Catholic So
cial Teaching Our Best
Kept Secret claims.
Fr. Himes' presence
on campus is part of an
initiative to reinforce
Catholic identity on cam
pus.

CHM provides opportunities to embrace hispanic
culture and open dialogue between all cultures

MALLORY WATERS

ADVERTISING REP
AMANDA FERNANDEZ

ADVERTISING REP

Chicano, continued

Latino is a part of our
ADVERTISING REP identity and by celebrat
ing it we are embracing
DR. DAVID SULLIVAN
one
aspect of the many
ACADEMIC ADVISOR
sides
of who we are,"
MARIE MINNICK
OPERATIONS ADVISOR said Stephanie Siordia,
co-chair for M.E.Ch.A.
In October, A.Ch.A.
will host El Dia de los
Muertos workshop (The
Day of the Dead Work
shop) and in Decem
ber both A.Ch.A. and
M.E.Ch.A. will host the
Virgen de Guadalupe
Mass.
The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues generated
"La Virgen de Gua
- by advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
dalupe for many, is a
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
symbolic figure in our
commercial venues by the staff or University. The
spirituality. Noche de
Vista office is located in the lower level of the
University Center, room 114B.
Atole seeks to unite the
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
San
Diego community
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego. CA 92110
and the USD community
The first copies of the newspaper are complimen
tary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
together to celebrate the
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the writers
many cultures that create
or columnists and not necessarily those of The
Vista staff.
our heritage," Siordia
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and
said.
must be signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers and writer's year must be
Another event A.Ch.
included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right
to edit published letters. Any content sent to the
A hosts to celebrate Chieditor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
cano/Latino heritage is
CRYSTAL CATALAN

Cesar Chavez day on
March 31.
"For Cesar Chavez day
we honor the challenges
and accomplishments
he experienced for farm
workers and for humanity
in general. We also have a

tino community.
La Fiesta Torera Re
ception will be held today,
Sept. 28 from 4:30 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. in the IPJ,
Garden of the Sea. The
event is co-sponsored by
the Ethnic Studies depart-

stitute is hosting a confer
ence, "Promoting Eco
nomic Opportunities in
Mexico and the Border
Region," in the IPJ on
Oct. 5-6.
The focus for the twoday conference is the

bulk of the conference
with a keynote presenta
tion that will be delivered
by Dr. Robert A. Pastor,
Director of the Center for
North American Studies
at American University.
"Much of the public
discussion about migra
tion from Mexico cen
ters on undocumented
"The goal of this conference is to focus instead on
migrants into the United
possible solutions that could make it unnecsesary
States which becomes a
for migrants to leave Mexico in search of jobs and
very heated and polar
izing issue. The goal of
a better quality of life."
this conference is to focus
instead on possible solu
tions that could make it
David Shirk, Director, Trans-Border Institute
unnecessary for migrants
to leave Mexico in search
of jobs and a better qual
mass in memory of Cesar ment and the Guadalajara economic development ity of life," said David
Chavez and for those who Summer Program. It is challenges facing Mexico Shirk, Director of the
shared and still share his free and open to those and the border region.
University of San Diego's
vision," said Eduardo interested in Mexico, USThursday is inaugura Trans-Border Institute, in
Espinoza, Vice President Mexican border relations, tion day for the confer a press release.
for A.Ch.A.
and Chicano/Latino is ence as Jorge Castaneda,
Also, the conference
Both organizations sues. This will also be former Secretary of For will host debates on
will host smaller events an opportunity to meet eign Affairs in Mexico, "band-aid" solutions to
throughout the year to others interested in the will deliver Thursday's border issues, employer
discuss current issues same topics.
keynote presentation.
sanctions, and other top
affecting the Chicano/LaThe Trans-Border InThe second day is the ics.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
San Jnan: At 5:22 p.m.

Public Safety responded
to a report of a minirefrigerator that was
taken from a residence
hall room. The resident
was not certain if their
room had been left un
secured.
Maher: At approximately
6:05 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of
an individual who was
selling items on cam
pus. Upon investiga
tion the individual was
contacted and advised
to leave campus.
Manchester: At 7:42 p.m.
Public Safety responded
to a complaint of loud
music coming from the
building. Upon inves
tigation the music had
been turned off.
Hughes Hall: At 9:28 p.m.

to a community com
plaint of two individuals
in violation of skate
boarding policy on cam
pus. Upon investigation
the individuals were
contacted and advised
of the university's skate
boarding policy.

Public Safety responded
to a complaint of skate
boarders hanging onto
the back of a campus
tram. Upon investiga
tion the individuals had
let go and left the area.
Camino Hall: At 12:03
a.m. Public Safety re
sponded to a report of
a loud explosion/fire
works on Marian Way.
Upon investigation a
parking cone was found
with a small amount of
smoke coming from it,
but there were no sus
pects located.
Shiley Tech Center: At 8:11
a.m. Public Saftey re
sponded to a report of
graffltti on a retaining
wall. Upon investiga
tion facilities ground
crew was contacted to
remove the graffltti.
Pound.ers: At 10:34 p.m.
PuDlii
iblic Safety responded

WELLS
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uals skateboarding on
the tennis courts. Upon
investigation three indi
viduals were contacted
and advised of the uni
versity's skateboarding
policy.
Borrego: At 10:08 p.m.
Public Safety responded
to a report of a vehicle
that had been vandal
ized. Upon investiga
tion it appeared that
an unknown individual
had kicked and dented
the rear passenger side
door.
Marian Way: At 10:25 p.m.
Pubhc Safety responded
to a report of an ex
plosion/fireworks that
was heard by various
resident students. Upon
investigation no further
information regarding
this incident could he
found.

Students lower their
meal plans in exchange
for more campus cash
Marketplace, continued

Need Money For College?

*

o rz

San Juan: At 10:14 p.m.
Pubhc safety responded,
to a report of possible
marijuana use in a resi
dence hall room. Upon
investigation one resi
dent was cited for pos
session of marijuana
and drug parapherna
Missions B: At 7:44 p.m. lia.
Public Safety responded
to a report of a vehicle University Terrace Apart
that had been vandal ments: At 1:29 a.m. Pub
ized. Upon investigation lic Safety responded to
a handwritten note was a complaint of exces
found on the vehicle. sive noise coming from
The case is currently a residence hall room.
under further investi Upon investigation the
residents were contact
gation.
ed
and one resident was
Physical Plant:At 8:17 p.m.
cited
for a noise viola
Public safety responded
to a report of a vehicle tion.
Camino: At 1:33 p.m. Res
that had been broken ident assistants cited
into. Upon investigation one student for being
the driver's side win in the presence of alco
dow had been broken hol.
and thirty five dollars Vista Area: At 5:03 p.m.
was missing from the Public Safety responded
to a complaint of individ
vehicle.

its operating budget. This also
ensures that tuition money pays
for academics rather than oncampus dining.
The financial problem is
compounded by the fact that
minimum wage will gradually
increase over the next two
years, beginning in January
with a 75 cent increase and
another 50 cent increase begin
ning in 2008.
While this is a good thing
for students, it also means that
Dining Services must be more
responsible in their financial
decisions.
The second reason that meal
plans may no longer be used
in the Marketplace is associ
ated with wellness. Most of
the products being sold in the
Marketplace are snack foods
like sodas, chips, and candy.
When Dining Services be
gan allowing meal plans to be
used in the Marketplace, they
had intended for the develop
ment of "grab and go" meals
as a fast alternative to snack
foods or waiting in line at the
Deli. Meal plans would have

been used for these meals rather
than for snacks.
This new policy has received
mixed reviews from students
around campus.
"I don't like it just because
it's a hassle if you want to get
something quick, to use Cam
pus Cash," said sophomore
Allison Wolters.
Freshman Jack Williams
liked the idea of being able
to use meal plans in the mar
ketplace when he visited the
campus, but in response to the
fact that this is no longer the
case, Williams said, "I'm going
to lower my meal plan and get
more Campus Cash."
Law students had a different
perspective.
"As a law student I don't
have meal plans, so it would be
irritating getting stuck behind
someone cashing out eighty
meals," Rob Deering said.
The hope is, now that meals
plans are not accepted at the
Marketplace, that meals will
be used in other restaurants
on-campus, such as La Paloma
or The Torero Grille, where
there are healthier options
available.
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Campus rocuH

The Vista
Tijuana party goers beware

Patrick Brady Campus Focus Editor

pbrady@usdvista.com

peaCeMakers Program holds first
conversation this Thursday in IPJ Theatre
Women

"Forging new paths to conflict transformation in Serbia and the former Yugoslavia"
Natalie Zanzucchi

Patrick Brady

Editor in Chief

Campus Focus Editor

I recently came across a flyer
for "Casino Night" at Balak Disco
in Tijuana, Mexico. As I am fully
aware that opportunities to legally
drink under the age of 21 are far and
few between, I would like to inform
underage USD students of what they
may encounter during a night out in
a TJ club For every good experience
at a Tijuana nightclub, there are four
bad ones.
1. The "Shake-Down":One expe
rience I've had in the area was during
a class field trip for Christian Social
Ethics. Instead of helping our Chris
tian missionary guides work towards
improving the staggering povertyprevalent in the area, Tijuana police
pulled us over to inquire how much
money we had on us. That's right;
Tijuana police officers shook-down
a group of missionaries, whose sole
purpose was to help the area improve
economically.
2. The "Spanish Fly": If you
attended any of the information
seminars during orientation week,
you were probably subjected to some
pretty awful horror stories from for
mer USD students, where a weekend
excursion to a TJ nightclub resulted
in foul-play. A common occurrence
is the slipping of the "Date-Rape"
drug. Countless women, USD girls
included, have found themselves
victim to this debilitating drug. Al
though being slipped this perverse
drug doesn't always result in rape, it
will always result in you parting ways
with your wallet and purse.
3. The "Jumped Party": Where
as going to an American club with a
lot of girls in the US is a good thing,
going to a TJ nightclub with a lot of
girls is a bad thing. Defending the
honor of a targeted female quickly
evolves into covering your head from
an onslaught of kicks provided by a
gang of Tijuana thugs.
4. It's an "All-Night Affair": If
you commit to going to TJ for the
night, prepare to be at the Trolley
stop in San Ysidro until 5 a.m. That's
right, the trolley stops running at
midnight, and it will not start again
until 5 a.m.
In closing, let me say that it's
not impossible to have a good timep
in TJ nightclub, you just have to be
careful.

Svetlana Kijevcanin is a beautiful
Serbian woman whose dark brown
eyes and friendly smile would not lead
anyone to believe she has seen war and
pain for most of her life. I met her for
the first time Monday afternoon and she
patiently explained the six republics of
ex-Yugoslavia to me, a naive, young
American desperate to tell, at least in
some part, her story.
Born in Belgrade to medical doc
tors working for the Yugoslav People's
Army (JNA), Svetlana grew up in the
socialist former Yugoslavia. Her par
ents, obligated to move wherever the
army told them, relocated to Croatia
when Svetlana was only eight years old.
At 15, her family returned to Belgrade
where she finished secondary school
and went to university.
From her youth, Svetlana remembers
the slogan "brotherhood and unity,"
which gave her a Yugoslov identity and
the pride to be a "pioneer" under Tito,
president of Yugoslovia after World War
II. She told me, "We were all Tito's pio
neers, wearing these little scarves and
little hats with a red star on it and we
were all called for Tito's birthday, which
was celebrated as a day of youth."
I could picture this woman sitting
in front of me marching through the
streets of Belgrade waving and smiling.
Around 1991, when her first child was
only three years old and she, a young
woman of 26, Yugoslavia began to dis
integrate. Economic collapse made it
difficult to find a job; that same year her
daughter, "a war kid," was born. ;
By 1992 refugees from surrounding
areas of the former Yugoslavia began to
come to Serbia. Svetlana and a group
of psychologists from the university
in Belgrade decided they needed to
do something proactive and began an
intervention program for the children
of refugees.
The first NGO in Belgrade, the
Centre for Anti-War Action, invited
the group of psychologists to attend
training for nonviolent conflict resolu
tion and mediation. "When we passed
this seminar, we were so thrilled ... We
thought, 'This is fantastic, let's do
something with this; let's implement
this'... so, we immediately established
our NGO, which is called MOST, mean
ing bridge."
By this time Milosevic had already
taken power and, although MOST was
associated with the Centre for Anti-War
Action and had similar goals, it was less
dangerous to take "anti-war" out of the
NGO's title. "Just being registered as an
NGO," she told me, "we were already

RODNEY NAKAMOTO

Svetlana Kijevcanin of Serbia will be
the first of four Women PeaceMakers to
hold a conversation in the IPJ.

perceived as being anti-government."
While war ravaged the world around
Serbia, Serbians were told they were not
actually part of the war and the country
became completely isolated from the
rest of the world between 1992 and
1996. When Milosevic called for mo
bilization, Svetlana's brother emigrated,
along with 400,000 other people who
disagreed with the politics of Serbia .
But Svetlana, together with the
members of the new NGO, remained in
Serbia to conduct trainings in nonvio
lent conflict resolution, to implement
this training in collective centers and
to author manuals on the subject acces
sible to local people.
"Personally, [activism] was a way
of how I helped myself to survive. You
need to structure your life; you need to
find a motive. And when you don't have
money for living and the country is so
closed, people do not have hope, war
is happening around you, you need to
have something that is a driving force.
For me that was kind of 'let's do our
contribution against war.'"
Instead of getting wrapped up in the
nationalistic aggression being promoted
by the Milosevic regime, Svetlana trav
eled around Serbia, Bosnia, Croatia and
the surrounding areas developing train
ings and programs dealing mostly with
youth, taught primarily to women, and
encouraging mediation and nonviolent
conflict resolution.
She claims she was "lucky" because
the students at the university where she
worked were a "live energy" feeding the
various programs being implemented as
an alternative to war.
"The final project," as Svetlana calls
it, was on the subject of civic educa
tion, a curriculum-oriented program on

constructive communication, like ac
tive listening skills, while also teaching
awareness about the surrounding soci
ety , civic participation and familiarity
with human rights.
On March 24, 1999 NATO began
bombing Serbia in response to Serbian
aggression towards Albanians living in
Kosovo. Svetlana rationally explained
the mass response to such extreme
circumstances: "Because of all this
isolation... people become xenopho
bic. You perceive everyone else who
actually closed you in your cage like
enemies."
But because Milosevic had con
vinced the Serbian people they were not
responsible for the war, Svetlana main
tains that most Serbians had no idea
why NATO bombed their country.
"There are two ways of interpreting
[the war]," Svetlana explained. Serbian
people were told Milosevic was strug
gling against NATO, while Albanian
people were under attack at the hands
of Serbia.
Svetlana shook her head before telli
-ing me about the bombings she lived
through for 77 consecutive days. She
told me she forgets about this time be
cause it is so painful, but knows how
deeply it affected her because of the sick
feeling she got just a short time ago at
the crack of fireworks in the sky.
She spread her anus in the air, ges
ticulating with her ringed fingers and
imitating the noise of the fireworks be
fore putting her hands over her stomach
and grimacing at the memory.
By the year 2000. Svetlana was
heavily engaged in 'get out and vote'
campaigns, protests and youth activ
ism aimed at removing Milosevic from
power through the next election.
She left the university to devote
herself entirely to NGOs and is now
running the Bachelor of Education in
Community Youth Work Studies for
the Swedish NGO Forum Syd Balkans
Programme.
"I am already taking so much," Svet
lana told me about what she hopes to
take away from the Institute for Peace
and Justice's Women PeaceMakers
Program. She has only been here for
one week and already refers to the
three other incredible women living in
the Casa de Paz as her roommates and
friends.
On Thursday, Sept. 28 at 12:30 p.m.
in the IPJ Theatre Svetlana will hold the
first "Conversation with" the Women
PeaceMakers currently in residence at
USD.
She says she doesn't know what the
focus will be or where the conversation
will go, but is excited to be "the ice
breaker" as the first of the four women
to hold this type of conversation.
The forum is free and open to the
public.
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USD puts the ?'U?' back in University Center
Administrators provide a progress report on the expansion!renovation project
Vanessa Guzman
Managing Editor
At a recent A.S. Senate meeting on
Sept. 21, students and staff were invited
to view a progress report of the renova
tion and expansion of the Hahn Univer
sity Center. The report was presented by
Greg Zackowski, Director of the U.C.,
and Dr. Tom Cosgrove, Associ
ate Vice President of Student
Affairs. Both administrators
are responsible for managing
and communicating the project
to USD.
Students and faculty alike
have contributed to the project
by providing their input and
undertaking active roles in the
project.
"I think students have a lot
of pride in the place [the U.C.].
Pride builds community. We
all want the best for the future
users of the facility. Current
students will be able to walk
into the facility and say, 'I
helped design that and made it
happen,'" Zackowski said.
Iri March, 2006, a survey
was conducted in order to
identify the services to be
included in the new U.C. and
to identify the overall needs of
students.
"Brailsford and Dunleavy
were hired to determine student
needs. In March a survey was
conducted that affirmed what
the consultants found, i.e., that
students were interested in a
facility that would serve all stu
dents (undergraduate, graduate
and law) and would be a place to
hang out, relax between classes,
and a place to see and be seen by other
students," Cosgrove said.
Based on results from the March sur
vey, students identified their top needs to
include the ability to use credit and debit
cards, wireless capability throughout
the U.C., late-night food options, a con
venience/food store, a late-night study
lounge, a pub with an entertainment
area, additional ATM choices, coffee
carts, a movie theater and an additional
social lounge.
Another need that was identified
included more space for organizations
such as A.S., Student Computing, Com
munity Service Learning, Greek life,
Women's Center, Marketing and the
Multicultural Center to name a few.
Undergraduate, graduate and law
students voted online on April 18,2005,
and about 76 percent of those voters
approved the U.C. project. As a result,
students will pay a maximum U.C. fee
of $70 per semester once the project is
completed.
According to the USD website "Fees
will not be assessed until the University
Center expansion is complete. Gradu

ate and law students would pay $35 per
semester."
Three sources of funds for the build
ing will be a bond issued by the univer
sity, fundraising/major gift donations,
and a student fee.
Nearing the end of the schematic
design phase, the project is in full swing
with cost estimates due in October.
"Students and administration have

raphy lab, a large game room, a music
listening room, and more lounging ar
eas. As the years progressed and USD
underwent changes, organizations such
as the Multicultural Center, Women's
Center, the International Student Center,
Alcohol and Drug Education Services
and other needs took priority over these
socializing or activity spaces
During the Sept. 21 presentation, Mr.

experience. Large, glass windows in the
tradition of USD's Spanish Renaissance
architecture will help illuminate the
dining space and an expanded patio for
dining will continue to be an option.
Programming space will be expanded
on the east side of the U.C., and a rooftop
terrace will be available for receptions
and other programming events.
"A plaza major as well as an inner
courtyard, in the tradition of
Spanish Renaissance archi
tecture, will provide exciting
new opportunities for pro
gramming," said Cosgrove.
The major addition is also
planned as a "Green" building
with anticipated L.E.E.D.S
certification.
"L.E.E.D.S. stands for
'Leading Energy and En
vironmental Design Stan
dards.' These standards look
at everything from renewable
building materials to tinted
glass, insulation, energy ef
ficiency, recycling plans,
etc," Zackowski said. "It is
the highest current standard
for commercial construction.
We feel that students are more
and more interested in the en
PHOTO COURTESY OF STUDENT AFFAIRS vironment, so as an institution
of higher learning, we need to
serve as an example of what
is possible."
The two firms contracted
to work on translating the
pew U.C. vision into a reality
are Horn and Goldman along
with Architects Mosher Drew
Watson Ferguson; Kevin
Horn is the chief architect
Architects Mosher Drew Watson Ferguson and Horn and
heading the project.
Goldman Architects partnered up to head the renvation/
About 45 faculty/staff park
expasion of the Hahn University Center.
ing spaces will be impacted
due to construction, according
Zackowski
and
Dr.
Cosgrove
showcased
been working hard on this project, and
to Mr. Zackowski.
we are coming to a pivotal point," said the new face of the U.C. Additions such
Schematic designs are nearly ready to
as a rooftop terrace and a brand new be submitted to the Board of Trustees.
Rhett Buttle, A.S. President.
"People have been gone for three University Store have created some Once approved, the university will move
months [on summer vacation], and we buzz.
into the design development stage, dur
"Picture a Barnes and Noble with ing which there will be more opportuni
want to make sure they're informed
and updated about the status of the beautiful views of the ocean and bay ties for student input.
- that's the new U.C.," said Kathleen
project."
"Three years ago it was students who
About 20 years ago, the U.C. was Gallagher, A.S. Senior Senator.
first identified a need for an expanded
designed to cater to 5,300 students. The
The plans for the University Store, University Center. Students have had
student population is now at about 7,200 designated to the west side of the UC, significant input throughout the process.
students and an expansion/renovation of include a two-story layout. The top We want the University Center to be a
floor would be transformed into a store facility they can be proud of as alums,"
the U.C. is overdue.
"We want folks to come to the with many retail options, such as USD Cosgrove said.
University Center for more than just branded apparel. The downstairs would
"The project is truly exciting! The
meetings and meals. We want it to be a serve as a fully-equipped coffee bar new building has great potential to pro
hub of community, programming, and and lounge area, as well as a bookstore mote student life at USD. The new U.C.
learning. Currently, study groups and providing textbooks, office supplies, should be a place designed by students
general lounging seem to take place and a new I.T. area, which will combine for students.
more in individual residence hall rooms computer sales and service.
Associated Students will continue to
What may feel like a struggle to grab provide the student voice on this proj
and Aromas. We would like to bring that
energy back to the University Center," a meal and find a seat in the cafeteria ect, but I encourage all students to stay
during the lunch time rush will be a thing informed and ask questions. Afterall, it
Zackowski said.
The struggle for space led to changes of the past. A revamped Main Dining is their building," Buttle said.
in the U.C. throughout the years. At the will be expanded to provide more meal
The addition is expected to be com
beginning, there were more casual study and seating options. Two-story plans for pleted by Dec. 2008, and the renovation
spaces, a quiet study lounge, a photog indoor dining will provide a new dining of the facility by 2010.
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Liberal Arts reach beyond the classroom
Adie Ludwig
Staff Writer
Do you ever wonder how
concepts learned in class apply
to the real world?
Many colleges across the
nation are using diversified
programs to help enhance the
learning process for students.
They include Princeton Uni
versity, Ithaca College, Illinois
State University, U.C. Davis
and USD.
Liberal Arts Beyond the
Classroom is a program that
has been used for three years
at USD. Its main purpose as
stated on its webpage is . .to
help faculty and students find
events occurring on the USD
campus and in the San Diego
community that provide sig
nificant experiences beyond
the classroom."
The program began as a
pilot project that included
Thomas Cosgrove, Associate
Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students,
and Professor Eren Branch,
who recruited four faculty

members.
The faculty members in
cluded Irene Williams, Vidya
Nadkarni, Rick Gonzales, and
Alberto Pulido.
Faculty members have in
corporated the events into their
classes with a variety of differ
ent approaches, which include
suggested attendance of events
and required attendance.
There were regularly sched
uled meetings amongst the
faculty members involved and
they were very enthusiastic
about the results of the pro
gram. In their classes, discus
sions with the students were
livelier and more in-depth due
to the insight they provided on
the events they attended.
The program allows faculty
to give students an opportunity
to take concepts they have
learned in class and apply them
outside of the classroom.
It helps develop critical
thinking by looking beyond
the surface. Due to the suc
cess of the program, Cosgrove
said there are at least 20 fac
ulty members that currently
utilize it.

Cosgrove said there was a
meeting that was held to get
the students' perspective on
the program, which was ben
eficial. He said many students
expressed that they would not
have attended these programs
if they weren't required. As
a result, the students started
to look at the posters around
campus for events to attend
according to their own inter
ests.
Students are encouraged to
attend the events in order to
appreciate different cultures
COURTESY OF WWW.SANDIEGO.EDU/THEATRE
and experiences. Even if an
encourages students to attend
Liberal
Arts
Beyond
the
Classrcx
event doesn't directly correlate
USD
productions
and
events.
with a student's major, it can
still help make a well-rounded
charge of the website for the light the connection."
and sophisticated student.
"It gets people in a habit of program, which has a link
For the most part, the
attending cultural and educa on www.sandiego.edu/stu- events are free, and profes
tional events throughout life... dentactivities. The website is sors frequently reserve a cer
It makes [what you are learn user-friendly and you can find tain amount of seats for their
ing in the classroom] come an event by category, date, re students to attend particular
alive," Cosgrove said. "What lated field of study, sponsoring events.
A variety of events are com
students don't realize is that group, and sponsoring depart
ment
or
program.
more than $200,000 of the As
ing up including, The Inaugu
"I think it's a positive pro ral Davies Lecture on Sept.
sociated Students budget goes
gram," Schreiber said, "It's 28, "The Crucible" in October,
to these programs."
Jason Schreiber, the direc great to discuss things in class and "Does Feminism Exist at
tor of student activities, is in and then have a speaker high USD?" on Oct. 5.

USD's DARS system receives mixed reviews
Dima Askar
Staff Writer
There are many acronyms
used at USD, like the IPJ, JCP,
and the UC, but do you know
what DARS stands for?
DARS (Degree Audit Re
porting System) is an online
tool that is replacing the Aca
demic Record that students and
advisors have used in the past.
The Registrar's office will no
longer be giving printouts of
Academic Record to students.
USD began using DARS
for undergraduate students
and their advisors last semes
ter. The new system is being
used for undergraduate, gradu
ate, and law school students.
Students and staff can access
DARS online with their USD
e-mail account at www.sandiego.edu/dars.
DARS displays the number
of units a student has com
pleted, as well as units neces
sary to satisfy one's major.
Furthermore, DARS gives a
Grade Point Average for each
major and minor as well as
cumulative G.P.A.
One useful feature about
DARS is that students who
are undeclared majors can run
different audits (reports) to see
if the courses they have taken
fulfill the requirements of dif
ferent possible majors.

"It is very interactive," Pro
fessor of Communication Stud
ies, Dr Roger Pace said. "It
gives updates very quickly, and
it's a good tool for students."
Many students have found
DARS to be useful.
"It is more convenient," said
USD Senior Tanya Milhaud.

"Students and ad
visors liked having
a one page report
in front of them,
whereas DARS is a
much longer report.
Some people do not
like the online sys
tem, having to scroll
on the computer is
not conducive for
them."
Teresa Baker-Ev
ans, USD DARS
Manager
"You can access your aca
demic record online instead
of going to the registrar for a
printout."
The Director of DARS,
Teresa Baker-Evans, feels

the program is a constructive
instrument for undeclared
undergraduates to explore the
university's various majors
However, not all USD stu
dents and faculty have found
the service to be accommo
dating.
"Students and advisors liked
having a one page report in
front of them, whereas DARS
is a much longer report,"
Baker-Evans said. "Some
people do not like the online
system, having to scroll on
the computer is not conducive
for them."
DARS has had a reputa
tion for confusing students
unfamiliar with the tool. Those
who are dependent on print
outs of their Academic Record
have demonstrated negative
feelings about the program.
"I plan my schedule around
my Academic Record," USD
Senior, Dani Staylor said.
"Now that they are not avail
able it is hard to keep up with
making sure I graduate ontime. Staylor is opposed to the
Registrar discontinuing print
outs of Academic Records.
"We live in a computer
world now, but I am a tangible
learner," Staylor said. "I have
to be holding something, or
writing on something, and
that should be available for
those who don't want to stare

ADENA JANSEN/THE VISTA

Students experience frustration at USD registrar's office, as they
are no longer able to recieve their academic record through the
office. Students are now asked to use the DARS system to assess
their curriculm.

at a computer screen to figure
things out."
The DARS has been implented in schools nationwide,
including neighboring San Di
ego St. and UC San Diego.

"The students of SDSU
loved their DARS audit," Bak
er-Evans said. "Here's your
GE, here's you major and mi
nor. You knew exactly where
you stood."
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Fight revenge;
foster forgiveness
classics manifesting the effort
and struggle of forgiveness versus
revenge.
When viewed from a global
perspective, I greatly admire the
various peoples who embrace
forgiveness and reconciliation in
their culture.
Places like South Africa, which
have included policies like the
Sarah Miller
Truth and Reconciliation Com
Opinion Editor mission to actively alter prejudic
es, shows strength in the human
If the goal is worth it, the spirit through restorative justice.
struggle is beautiful. Or so As shown by Carlos GarciaI have been told. But seeing Rivero in studying South Africa,
the beauty in pain, grief, and tolerance can be regained, but
heartache is difficult when trust is much harder to come by.
For me, the struggle with for
you're living it. How does
giveness
is synonymous with the
someone come to forgive and
really act on that word? What denial of revenge. The need for
revenge comes easily, yet it rarely
is forgiveness?
Recently I have been at brings justice.
Forgiveness, on the other hand,
tempting to embrace forgive
ness and manifest the meaning requires effort to understand and
of that word in my beliefs and accept the other person. I respect
actions. I have been trying to the choice of forgiveness; I wish
fully accept people that have to see more of it in the world.
hurt me and love them the However, 1 am continuously
same. Let's just say the process struck by the intensity for revenge
apparent in mass sentiment.
is in the beginning stages.
It is as though our convictions
The more I look into this
word and what it takes to for have become so strong, and our
give, the more I realize that the understanding so intertwined with
word encompasses the entire our passion that we are unable to
spectrum of emotion. It is not realize the consequences of our
enough to say the words and actions.
Our culture and society, al
mean them; it will not change
though
great, could learn a lot
your pain or dissolve your an
from
cultures
that have overcome
ger. But exactly how long docs
enormous obstacles through for
it take to forgive?
The desire to change the past giveness rather than revenge. This
drowns any positive sentiment is especially relevant considering
to move on, rendering me un that our cultural pain has turned
able to overcome the mistake into a war that although won, con
someone made. But focusing tinues to rage on with increasing
on changing the past won't numbers.
After 9/11 action was impera
bring me closer to reconciling
my anger to improve the future tive, yet forgiveness was demoted
to foolish and inappropriate.
or the relationship.
Since
then, the Associated Press
However, if 1 focus on the
future, 1 fail to work through has counted 2,974 people who
my emotions in a healthy man have died in the war on Iraq, not
ner, and thus lose sight of to mention attacks outside of the
myself before I feel as though country.
I am not saying it would have
I forgave.
been
more important to forgive
If I lose sight of myself, I
and
do
nothing after 9/11. How
lose truth and sincerity in my
words, thus falling back to ever, without taking any steps
square one. The struggle is to forgive the gross atrocity, we
maintaining awareness of my as a people are fermenting the
self while not being swallowed continuation of corruption, acts
by the black hole of resentment' of violence, and vengeance.
Is it revenge or forgiveness that
and cynicism that follows be
we
abide by and respect? I am trying hurt.
I want revenge, but I know ing to do my part and act through
it serves no purpose. Forgive forgiveness, and encourage you to
ness is the ideal, as shown do the same. But we must remem
in stories like "The Count of ber, as Hannah Arendt, one of the
Monte Cristo" by Alexandre great minds of the last century so
Dumas or "Les Miserables," eloquently put it, "Forgiveness is
by Victor Hugo—both cited the key to action and freedom."

, 2006

Get tested to change global
stigma of HIV testing
HIV testing needs to be more accepted in society before we
can start the the true battle against HIV/AIDS in the world

ASHTON TESKE/THE VISTA

Amy English
Associate Editor

forgotten that HIV/AIDS is also
a national issue. It's an issud
we direly need to address in
our own country, especially in
recognizing our vulnerability.
For example, the rate of
HIV/AIDS in Guyana, one
of the poorest and most un
derdeveloped countries in
Latin America, is 854.2 per
100,000,000 people. Canada,
on the other hand, is 2.9 per

100,000,000.

As the most developed coun
We are entering a new try in North America, we would
wave of youth activism. expect our rate to be low also.
Youths hold the key for However, 307.5 per 100,000
action, and we've seen the ,000 people in the United States
power of our age group in suffer from HIV/AIDS.
As one of the most devel
the fight for civil rights and
oped countries in the world,
in anti-war movements.
Although war and civil shouldn't we be putting our
injustices still plague our money where our mouth is? I
society, our calling for definitely agree that the rate of
the 21st century is to grant HIV/AIDS in Africa is drasti
everyone basic human cally higher than in our own
country, but we need to realize
rights.
Thankfully, through the our own vulnerability to this
Millennium Development disease, which isn't a disease
Goals, 189 heads-of-states just for the poor, but one that
have eased our struggle by leaves everyone susceptible.
setting goals and standards
Money isn't the only way
to support the fight against
to help guide our action.
In the case of HIV/AIDS, HIV/AIDS, and political ac
the 6th Millennium Devel tion won't be the answer in
opment Goal, young people every scenario for fighting the
have fought a successful disease.
What we need to fight is the
campaign to help reduce
the number of people who stigma associated with get
ting tested for HIV/AIDS. In
suffer from this disease.
However, students have many countries, rates are so

high because people who
get tested are stereotyped as
being irresponsible, amoral,
or promiscuous. These pow
erful stereotypes have a
negative impact, especially
on those who live in small
communities.
Getting tested for HIV/
AIDS is acting as a respon
sible human being on behalf
of society. Although some
of us are at a higher risk
than others, we can't afford
to excuse ourselves from a
disease that takes so many
peoples' lives every year.
This past week, the U.S.
Center for Disease Control
and Prevention recommend
ed that HIV testing should be
a part of our annual doctor
visit. Actions such as this
will help to reduce the stig
ma that faces our society.
But what about the fight
in other countries? What
can we do? To understand
what you are fighting for,
get tested, and see what it
feels like to sit in a room,
surrounded by people that
you may or may not know,
and let them judge you.
This is the real battle we
are fighting. But for every
person who displays respon
sibility by getting tested, we
get closer to overcoming the
stigma. Then we can really
make a difference.
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E. Coli in spinach raises concern for other
Rachael Cumbo
Staff Writer
It is discomforting as grocery
stores and markets across the
nation unite in pulling bags of
spinach off the shelves, because
an E. coli virus (type 0157:H7)
outbreak in the product was
recently discovered.
The E. coli outbreak spread to
20 states across the U.S. So far
one fatality has been reported,
but the threat is still very pres
ent, as nearly 100 have been
affected by the virus.
The Food and Drug Admin
istration (FDA) has advised the
nation not to eat spinach, and
that washing it will not rid the
product of the E. coli virus.
In light of this outbreak, pre
ventive measures must be taken
to ensure the safe consumption
of all produce.
The outbreak was traced to a
company called National Selec
tion Foods, based in San Juan
Bautista, California, though
FDA officials have stated the
company is not to be isolated
with the blame.
The spread of the virus may
be due to the distribution of
spinach under other company
names, and the FDA is still con
ducting research in this area.

Yet, if the exact cause for iceberg lettuce substitute.
Though most strains of E. coli
the outbreak remains unknown,
how are we to be sure other are harmless, there are a few rare
produce is not also affected? strains, like the 0157:H7 type
The FDA needs to do more to currently infecting U.S. spinach,
assure citizens of the safety of that are known to cause severe
diarrhea and kidney damage.
all produce.
Anyone and everyone can
One culprit of the viral out
break in spinach is cow ma contract E. coli, but young
children and the elderly face
nure.
According to Dong Kang, the most severe complications
an associate professor in the if they become infected with
Department of Food Science at the virus.
Most people were previously
Washington State University,
"The FDA issues guidelines unaware that E. coli could be
for composting manure before found in produce, as it is most
it's used on crops. Improper commonly contracted from un
composting, contaminated sur cooked hamburgers.
The recent research conclud
face water and wells, plus dirty
hands in the processing stage ing that contaminated manure,
can contaminate spinach or unsanitary water, and hand ex
posure can infect produce with
other crops."
Until then, it is comforting the dangerous virus has led the
to see that there are no bags FDA to encourage awareness
of spinach, both organic and on the subject to all American
inorganic on the shelves of citizens while still conducting
San Diego grocery stores and an investigation in order to put
an end to the E. coli threat and
markets.
Nearly 35 brands carrying avoid further exposure to the
spinach products have been re virus.
Until the threat has subsided,
called. Among them are popular
brands such as Trader Joe's, companies carrying items that
Ready Pac, Sysco, Green Har contain raw or cooked spin
ach have agreed to recall their
vest and Earthbound Farm.
The USD Cafeteria no longer products until the investigation
offers spinach as a salad bar is complete.
To learn more about this out
option and is currently using an

COURTESY OF LOCALARCADE.COM

break and to keep posted with
any recent updates, please visit
www.fda.com.
Although the outbreak has
been well publicized, and the
recall of spinach products in
grocery stores has been consis
tent, most Californians find it
frustrating that the exact cause
of the virus outbreak is still

unknown.
The produce industry is at
high risk for diseases, and with
out the appropriate measures
to prevent an outbreak in veg
etables such as sprouts, safety
is not guaranteed. The FDA
must answer these questions in
order to satisfy confused U.S.
citizens.

Voice Your Opinion and Get Paid
Make your opinion count! We want to know what
college students think of local businesses. Submit your
opinion at www.mdcproject.com/usd.
The first 200 completing the brief web survey will receive
a $5.00 gift card to a local merchant (near campus).
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Will viewers insist on candidacy or settle for another season?

Hunter Barns

world of Oprah. I read everything I could
find online about Oprah Gail Winfrey.
The more I learned about the life of
this amazing woman, the more inclined
I felt to support Crowe's calls for Oprah
to run for the 2008 Reform Party presi
dential candidate.
After watching Monday's episode of
The Oprah Winfrey Show with guest
Janet Jackson, I knew whom my new
choice for president in 2008 was.
Her resolution not to get married
in spite of an alleged 20 year relation
ship with life partner
Stedman Graham
has taught me what
strong womanhood
is all about. I only
hope that I, like Sted
man, can find such a
bountiful life partner
as Oprah- sans mar
riage.
Setting aside her
lack of any expe
rience in foreign
policy, government,
or military, I found
her successful battle
against weight and
obesity to be her strongest platform.
Indeed, she will certainly need a
strong platform to stand up to the weight
of the competition.
I've always had a weight problem
and after reading excerpts from Oprah's

"Make the Connection: Ten Steps to a
Better Body and a Better Life I knew I
had finally found a potential candidate
I could relate to.
Subsequent to this website going up,
Oprah's lawyers have issued a ceaseand-desist letter to Crowe for using
Oprah's image without her permission.
I cried for twenty minutes after read
ing Oprah's response, "They say you can
never say never. But I can say never to
politics."
However, I recovered quickly, and
it is my intention to join Pat Crowe in

Hitler and Mussolini." Generally, Muslim
Staff Writer countries everywhere expressed their fury
by demonstrating against this fourteenth
century ideology.
The Muslim community has been
The Pope became aware of the out
rightfully offended by Pope Benedict rage he had caused in several countries
XVI's recent speech. On September and thus tried to offer an apology. "I am
12, 2006, the Pope infuriated Muslims deeply sorry for the reactions in some
around the world when giving a speech countries to a few passages of my ad
in Regensburg in Germany at a university dress...which were considered offensive
where he once taught.
to the sensibility of Mus
The Pope unnecessarily quoted Manuel lims."
II Paleologue, the 14th century Byzantine
"Those in fact were a
Emperor, who stated that the Prophet quotation from a medieval
Muhammad had not brought any good to text, which does not in
the world and that Muslims are forceful anyway express my personal thought,"
when trying to spread their faith.
was the Pope's response to the Islamic
The Pope should have considered his nations.
actions before giving a speech that would
The question is, why did he mention
be heard around the world. The Pope the quote if his beliefs are not similar?
quoted from a conversation Manuel II Pa Maybe the cover was to use the words
leologue had with an intellectual Islamic of an ancient empire to convey his own
Persian and said, "Show me just what message to the world.
Muhammad brought that was new, and
Whereas, by portraying his own
there you will find things only evil and thoughts with his own words, more
inhuman, such as his command to spread direct and harsher critiques might have
by the sword the faith he preached."
resulted.
There is no valid reason for repeating
Regardless of the reason behind the
such words, especially by a world leader usage of the quote, the damage was still
who should be preaching love.
done.
The Pope's verbal remarks caused him
In the Koran, Muhammad does not
much scom from the Muslim world. After say that sword and faith go hand in hand.
only a few days, the Pakistani Parliament Conversely, Muhammad believed that
voted to condemn him. Also, a Shiite coercion should not exist in matters of
leader in Lebanon expected a personal religion.
apology from the Pope himself.
He believed the opposite of what the
Salih Kapusuz, deputy director of Pope proposed; the Koran states that
the governing party in Turkey claimed reason and persuasion are important. As
that the Pope "is going down in history of today, many Muslims constantly feel a
in the same category as leaders such as sense of pressure to defend their faith after

the actions of September 11, 2001.
Negative and false assumptions from
various sources make it even more chal
lenging to fight the good fight.
Despite one's religious
affiliation, religious tol
eration is compulsory. It
is true that people have
conflicting views and that
surely interferes with our
daily lives.

Staff Writer
Up until a few days ago, I didn't know
anything about Oprah Winfrey beyond
the fact that she was a celebrity televi
sion host and one of the richest women
in the world.
That said, I've just finished purchas
ing seventy Oprah for President, 2008
t-shirts and I intend to skip my classes
for the rest of this week while I read her
biography by Helen Garson. In short,
Oprah Winfrey has
changed my life. Let
me explain:
While reading
over last week's
headlines, I came
across a short story
about a 69-year-old
retired schoolteach
er, Patrick Crowe,
who has poured
thousands of dollars
into plugging mer
chandise for his own
Oprah-Obama 2008
Presidential Candi
date campaign.
Upon visiting Crowe's web site at
http://oprah08.net/, I found a very per
suasive campaign spiel along with links
to campaign merchandise and the official
theme song, "If Oprah was President."
Thus began my entrance into the

"Her resolution not to
get married in spite
of an alleged 20 year
relationship with life
partner Stedman Gra
ham has taught me
what strong woman
hood is all about."

his push to get Oprah into the White
House- regardless of her initial feelings
about running.
I've contributed the remaining money
for my tuition next semester to Crowe's
fund, and it's my intention to volunteer
through the spring semester and follow
ing academic school year for the Winfrey
campaign; once Ms. Winfrey gets over
her initial anxieties about entering the
realm of politics.
There's simply nothing this woman
can't do.
Go Oprah!

COURTESY OF OPRAH.COM

Oprah, day time television talk show host, discusses pertinent issues regarding
world affairs with guests. Oprah fans hope she will run in he upcoming 2008 elections.

Pope errs in quoting biased 14th century Emperor
Bahareh Kamoei

ADENA JANSEN/THE VISTA

However, in this era of frequent ter
rorism, it is not wise to upset such a
major group in this world. On that note,
it is never benevolent to insult any one
person's religion. It adds to the tension
that already exists between various na
tions and unfortunately creates more
unnecessary hostility.
Pope Benedict made a dire mistake
in offending the Islamic world, even if it
was not his intention. Such statements
coming from his position as pope, fol
lowing an acknowledged man of peace
in John Paul II, is regretful.
In order to unite diverse religions that
historically have tense relationships it is
imperative that major figures within each
sect act responsibly and considers his/her
actions and how they may affect the other
communities.
In an attempt to unify diverse ren
ins, Catholic, Jewish, and Muslim
ders met in Rome to discuss the
:ent happenings.
Among those that attended "Car
dinal Paul Poupard of the Pon
tifical Council for Inter-religious
Dialogue, Rome's chief rabbi,
Riccardo Di Segni, and the imam
of a Rome mosque, Sami Salem"
could be found.
Representatives are working to
gether to accept the apologies of the
Pope, which some have, and to cre
ate an "alternative to terrorism and
violence."
Their main goal is to participate in
healthy dialogue and to work through
differences. Hopefully, they will be able
to achieve their goals.
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Eradicate Extreme
Poverty and Hunger

Achieve Universal
Primary Education

4
Combat
HIV/AIDS, Malaria
and Other Diseases

r

i

Ensure Environmental
Sustainability
„ J

Amy Ann English
Associate Editor
It compares to a peace treaty to end war, but instead,
it's a declaration to start one. Its victim is present in every
country around the world in some shape or form. Signed
by an unprecedented 189 countries in 2000 through the
United Nations, the Millennium Declaration has pledged
to eradicate the enemy, extreme poverty, by 2015. Better
known as the Millennium Development Goals (MDG's),
these goals serve to as guides to enhance the quality of
lives of everyone.
The MDG's are eight goals targeting areas that will help
eradicate poverty. These target areas include gender equal
ity, HIV/AIDS andother diseases, environmental stability,
and creating a global partnership (see graphics on left).
Some goals may be more relevant than others, but each
goal is structured to work in an inter-sectoral alliance,
complimenting each other to work toward a common
goal.
Elena McCollim, program officer for the Institute for
Peace and Justice, admits that the goals are quite broad,
which works as a double-edged sword. However, McCollum says, "there are indicators inside each of the goals that
provide structure for development."
The MDG's have been criticized as being too vague and
not specific enough to inspire tme development. LatinAmerican countries are closer to attaining their goals
than African countries, but both should be supported to
improve the quality of life. Ernest Massiah, social develop
ment specialist of the Inter-American Development Bank,
argues that "indicators must be changed for realities in
that region."
The success of some goals is contingent on whether or
not it is conducive with the culture. For example, Latin
American countries struggle to empower women in a 'ma
chismo' culture, where males are granted more freedom
than females. Marrianne Mollmann, advocacy director for
women's rights issues at Human Rights Watch, explains
that issues such as domestic abuse and inequality within
marriage hinders women from attaining their basic human
rights. Without rights for women,Mollmann argues, basic
human rights cannot be accomplished.
How are we doing?
The progress of a country varies depending on its fund
ing, its government, and its culture. Asia has made consid
erable progress and has decreased the amount of people
who live under one dollar a day by 250,000,000 people.

Africa.

Meanwhile, Africa still continues to suffer in all areas de
spite increased support from their global partners.
The challenge for these countries is to incorporate
goals into their agenda. But for some, McColm states,
the MDG's further support their initiatives. "Hie MDG
campaign gives added wind to the sails of their national
campaigns," McCollim said.
What if we don't attain them?
"So what?' Massiah questioned the audience at a
MDG panel discussion in August at the PaiMmerican
Health Organization. Massiah is right, nothing is holding
countries accountable to improve the quality of life, nor
are they wishing to punish anyone who fails tAake any
progress. But Massiah analogized this to a yoiap student
struggling in school, as long as they do the bejjhey can,
then we should accept that and be proud of them.
However, McCollim believes that the structure of the
MDG's limit the growth of countries by failinnto define
the responsibility of developed countries.
®
"Seven of the eight goals are about what developing
countries can do, and only one goal focuses oSwhat the
developed countries can do," McCollim said.
What can we do?
Judging by the recent outpour of celebrity support in the
fight against poverty, one would believe that the world is
now a better place. However, this new wave of celebrity
culture has created a false understanding of what society
can learn from these goals, by organizing fundraisers and
raising money for the developing world.
McCollim recognizes the recent celebrity culture which
has drawn issues onto international issues, as well as them
selves. "Reaching amass audience is important, but together
with that is a message to challenge our thoughts and comfort
levels," McCollim said. Educating ourselves, supporting
free trade, and challenging our obsession with celebrities
to reach out to the world are among the first steps.
These goals may seem far off for developing countries,
and although they are in close grasp for the developed world,
McCollum stresses that we cannot exclude ourselves from
the goals that we expect from others.
"When we look at societies that are radically unequal and
are shocked by them, we should take a look at where the
trends are hitting U.S. society, because we're heading that
way, and it tends to unravel the good that we've made to
our own society," McCollim said.

Global Partnership
For Development
MHWIMHHMHi

Female polticial participation
has increased dramatically in
Latin America, from 12 percent
in 1990 to 20 percent in 2004.
This is largely due to imple
mentations of quota systems in
national governments.

Southern Asia has
made s i g n i f i c a n t
progress in establish
ing primary educa
tion. As of 2004, 89
percent of its popu
lation has completed
primary education,
compared to 72 per
cent in 1990.

In the world,
of HIV positive people
and 90 percent of HIV
children are fround in
sub-Saharan Africa.
38.6 million people sn
the world currently suffer
from A IDS

The percentage of
people with less than
a dollar a day dropped
from 27.9 percent in
1990 to 19.4 in 2004.
Asia and L a t i n
America have made
significant improve
ment, but Africa still
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Drop-in-fitness adds classes after success of last year
David Freeman
Fitness Coordinator

Last year the Recreation Department introduced drop-in-fitness,
a program that lets students, staff, and faculty
attend as many or as few
exercise classes per week
as their schedules allow,
This year the program has expanded to
17 classes per week, ineluding three styles of
Yoga (Hatha, Raja, and
Ashtanga), Pilates Mat,
Cardio Kickboxing, Ultimate Kick, Indoor Cycling, Circuit Training,
On the Ball (Swedish Exercise Ball/core training)
Boot Camp, Aqua Aerobics, Dancercise, and
Hip-Hop Dance classes,
Our class schedule is
available online under
Athletics/Rec Classes/
Fitness programs.
There is only a onetime fee of $60 for the

entire semester. If you
attend two classes per
week the price averages
to about $3.50 per class,
Sign up for classes at the
Rec center offices at the
northwest corner of the
swimming pool.
We also offer fitness
testing all semester so you
can monitor your fitness
level at any point during
the year. By appointment
at the Rec Health and Fitness Annex, we will test
body composition, flexibility, range of motion,
strength and endurance,
cardio and breathing capacity.
In addition, with a lifestyle questionnaire we
can assess the variables
that affect the quality,
quantity, stress, risks,
health and fitness levels of your current life
choices and habits.
Massage is also available for those who
need immediate stress

relief, once again by
appointment only. Finally, we offer personal
training, available for
the individual who re
ally wants to improve
their fitness level, stamina, and well-being. The
intake interview is free
and sessions are reasonably priced so that everyone who really wants to
or needs to can work with
a trainer, co-designing a
program to help achieve
their health and fitness
goals. We also offer coupie and small group rates
for people who like to
work out together and
need a further break on
the cost.
For further details
about any of our programs, please call 2607792. To schedule an
appointment for fitness
testing, massage or an
intake interview for personal training call the
Rec office at 260-4533.

PERSONAL TRAINING
Rates:
Single session- $50
10 session series- $450
($45 per session)
20 session series- $800
($40 per session)
• All series sessions must be prepaid
• Sessions may be carried over
from semester to intersession to
semester within the same year
• Couples' discounts are available
• Roommate discounts are available
Questions:
Contact David Freeman,
Assistant Fitness Director
619-260-7792 (ext. 2)
freemandavid @ sandiego.edu

Fall 2006 recreation drop-in-fitness schedule
TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

12:05pm
Instructor

Raja Yoga
Freeman

Mat Pilates
Freeman

Ashtanga Yoga
Freeman

Mat Pilates
Freeman

Hatha Yoga
Vausberg

Location

Exercise Room

Exercise Room

Exercise Room

Exercise Room

Exercise Room

<

4:00 PM
Instructor

Circuit Training
Palma

On the Ball
Watson

Boot Camp
Van Overmeer

Dancercise
Sperling

Location

Gym Stage

Gym Stage

Gym Stage

Gym Stage

Ultimate Kick
(3:05pm)
La Marca
Exercise Room

Cardio Kick
Boxing
Massis

Hip-Hop Dance
(4:05pm)
Waali

Gym Stage

Gym Stage

Exercise Room

6:05pm
Instructor

Indoor Cycling
Wilkinson

Abs/Stretch
Massis

Location

Gym Stage

Gym Stage

5:05pm
Instructor

Water Aerobics
M. May

Location

Pool

Cardio Kick . Water Aerobics
M. May
Boxing
Pool
Massis
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In need of some spare cash?
How about gas money?
Get paid $20 for distributing
The Vista newspaper.

Do You Waul a Career in Sports?

Em your Waster's degree in 18 months!

Attend a free into session and
take tfm *>sf step toward
a career in Sjport Management

October 2, 6:30 pm
California Stai* IWwuty, (Umg Hoawfi:
Ttw fjrimld, Utd*Ja Room
Coll (BOO) 963-22S0 to R.S.V.P. (Schftdut*
For nwrw mfmtmXkm contact;
Otam Higgs. Program Manager
«t CIS2;) 98$ >2044 w iW§p*<«:liM*Ctt
WWWX«Ui7tOC^fporOOMM^MFMMn4

We're looking for a

Distribution Editor
Come in to inquire about it!
Call 260-4584 or e-mail: editor@usdvista.com

Need a resume boost?
Find a way to network and meet new
people and businesses?
Then The Vista has the job for you!

Apply to be an
Advertising Representative
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The Yupster's rise Word-of-mouth and traditional
commercial radio lead in public's
and the
Hipster's demise introductions to new music

Andrew Marzoni
Arts & Culture Editor
Ever since I was in high
school and purchased my
first pair of Buddy Holly
glasses I have been unable
to avoid being identified as a
"hipster." Though it's rather
arrogant and perhaps a bit
pretentious to admit, I've
always embraced the des
ignation. It's true that, like
most people, I shy away from
being reduced to a simple
stereotype, but who am I kid
ding? I'm a nicotine-addicted
English major who loves
foreign films, "edgy" music,
and dresses like a member of
The Strokes.
Perhaps my persona is
contrived, perhaps it isn't
- I don't really know. What 1
do know is that people often
perceive me as nothing more
than a cliche, and while the
existential implications of this
are disconcerting, if it makes
it that much easier to relate to
me, so be it.
The reason I mention all
of this is not just to illustrate
that my ego is as large as
Sonic Youth's discography
- though that is a part of it. I
bring this up to warn others
of my- species that our way
of life is being threatened by
a new cultural phenomenon:
the Yupster.
I first heard the term de
fined in an article by Andrew
Romano, entitled "The Rise
of the Yupster," in the Jan.
9 issue of Newsweek maga
zine. He defined yupsters
yuppie hipsters and cited
re O.C.'s" Seth Cohen as
[prime example of the new
p-species. Though I had
jfer heard the exact term
bffore, I knew exactly the
category of people Romano
described, and needless to say,
I was enraged.
You know the kind. Invest
ment bankers who work in
plush offices downtown by

day. The men sport Ben Sher
man shirts with their Brooks
Brothers suits; the women
wear pants suits, but their hair
is a short, angular, mdlange of
bleach and jet-black dye. Af
ter work they climb into their
Lexus hybrids, blasting radiofriendly Indie Rock (think
Death Cab for Cutie, Bright
Eyes and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs)
on their iPods, and drive to the
nearest sushi bar. At night they
return home to their lofts in
Little Italy with furniture cour
tesy of Urban Outfitters.
On the weekends, they put
on their Converse All-Stars
after the gym and tour the
swankier scene bars drinking
medium-low-end beers (Pabst
Blue Ribbon and Newcastle are
favorites).
Their main goal in life is to
protray themselves as people
who appreciate blue-collar
values, anti-authoritarian phi
losophy and high art, all the
while knowing that they have
too much money in the bank
to care about the anti-big busi
ness sentiments in Radiohead's
"Hail to the Thief" and secretly
harbor alot of respect for Bono
and U2.
Clearly, I'm being elitist and
hypocritical in more ways than
I'm even aware of. but such a
lifestyle abounds with contra
dictions which I simply cannot
ignore. In his article, Romano
attributes the rise of yupsters
to the increased accessibility of
independently-released music
as a result of iPod and mp3
culture. Though I agree with
him in terms of yupsters's taste
in music, when did the idea of
Young Urban Professionals
embracing and imitating the
bohemian aesthetic (which
hipster culture so often repre
sents) become anything short
of ludicrous?
In my view, the ongoing
battle between Hip and Square
is reaching a new level of con
flict. I suppose I'm as much of
a poser as any grown-up Seth
Cohen or Bob Dylan wannabe.
However, I'm of the opin
ion that individuals' personas
should be as contradictionfree as possible, that venture
capitalism and Conor Oberst
should have as little to do with
each other as possible.
But what do I know? I like
punk rock and I go to a private
school.

Christie Osborne
Staff Writer
You are bored with your
music. You think that if you
hear Nirvana again on the radio
you might toss your stereo out
the window or if your room
mate plays "SexyBack" one
more time you may tie her to
her bed.
I am here to help. For those
who are looking to expand
their musical horizons, look no
further than your own weekly
Vista.
A recent study released by
American Media Services de
clares that the majority of the
American public expose them
selves to new music through a
more traditional method: com
mercial radio.
Nearly half of those sur
veyed claimed that they learn
through word of mouth as
well.
These statistics prove some
what shocking considering
the development of the digital
realm of music distribution
and promotion, as well as the
advent of satellite radio.
How do you go about ex
periencing new music on the
radio in San Diego? Tune into
stations and programs that are
dedicated to unearthing new
music as well as introducing

listeners to staples they might
have missed. Listen to Big
Sonic Chill or Halloran on 94.9
or Cantore in the mornings on
91x.
While radio remains a domi
nant force in musical promo
tion, other avenues of musical
exposure are available to fans
who wish to look beyond the
scope of radio playlists.
If you spend too much time
on MySpace, you might as well
feel good about it and check out
new bands.
Websites such as PureVol
ume.com and Pandora.com
have been started as forums
for discussing music with other
fans.
You can also venture outside
your dorm and visit some of
San Diego's best record stores.
No, I don't mean Best Buy.
Lou's Records in Encinitas, MTheory in North Park, Second
Spin in PB, and even Tower
Records on Sports Arena are
well stocked. Even better, they
have listening stations and
knowledgeable staff who can
point you in the direction of
new bands.
If you're wandering around
campus, pick up a copy of the
San Diego Reader or City Beat
at the bookstore and get an up
date on album releases, upcom
ing shows, and the low-down

on the local music scene.
The Union-Tribune does a
decent job staying hip to trends
in the Night & Day section
released on Thursdays. If these
fail to capture your interest,
revert to the old stand-bys,
Rolling Stone and Spin.
Now, if you want to make
the commitment and take the
next step toward complete mu
sical knowledge, and risk—as
Eminem preached—losing
yourself in the music, you can
start to read the blogs.
Reader beware, though,
because reading these musical
chronicles can lead to blood
shot eyes, chronic withdraw
als from hourly updates, and
a fervent desire to poke fun at
K-Fed.
If you choose to proceed,
stop by Stereogum.com for up
dates on the indie music scene,
hiphopmusic.com for all things
with a beat, and of course,
band-breaker Pitchfork (www.
pitchforkmedia.com).
So, there you have it. Now
you have no excuses for listen
ing to that same playlist for
months on end.
Get out and learn about that
which is new and different. If
all else fails, you can always
ask that one friend you have.
You know, the one who always
seems to know these things.

How do you learn about new music?
"I learn about new artists on AOL Music and in Rolling Stone."
Jenny Miller, senior.

"I used to find out on the radio at home, but since I don't know sta
tions out here, it s mainly the internet now. Usually I will hear a song
on the internet and then go download all the songs by that artist.
Marcus Lopez-Scharbach, freshman.
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"I usually find out about music from friends. I don't download music
online, so I rely on them." Chelsea Jongewaard, sophomore.

A

"I learn about new music through listening stations at smaller record stores
such as Pacific Records, and M-Theory. I also have signed up for multiple email lists for venues around town who send weekly e-mails about their upcoming
concerts, who often times provide a link to the bands that are coming to their
venue, so that is a quick way to hear new music weekly. Also, Rolling Stone
has had some good picks recently, and even added a ''Hot Picks'' section where
they preview new music." John Schaik, senior.

Christie Osbourne/The Vista
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MySpace Music abounds with pseudo-artists
Our exhaustive search for the worst musical acts the website has to offer
Christie Osborne
Staff Writer
We all know that MySpace has be
come a vital resource for many new art
ists to get their music out to the masses
as well as a means for established artists
to connect with fans. We also know that
many bands have been broken via online
music sites like the 'Space—a la Clap
Your Hands Say Yeah. We know that
thousands upon thousands of artists are
sitting at their computers, perpetually
checking their inboxes for the anticipated
message from a label or producer who
has weeded them out from the 'droves.
We know that some of these artists are
worth discovering and will change our

lives, but we also know that there are
some musicians that—without such a
welcoming and forgiving friend like
Tom—might not have inflicted their
music upon us.
I have spent hours trolling the ex
pansive website in search of the most
offensively bad artists on the site. As
MySpace plays host to the websites of
nearly four million "musicians," I barely
scratched the surface, but I am here
to offer you the three worst MySpace
artists I could find. So, please check
them out, and then—at the behest of
this writer—send them a friendly little
message requesting that they hang up
the mike, unplug the guitars, and throw
the drumsticks away.
Tila Tequila

DJ ImFamouzz
This Jersey hip-hop artist has a
song that anchors around the hip beat
you hear blaring from your local ice
cream truck. He also assails your ears
with incomprehensible lyrics on "El
Telephono." The breakdown beat
comes from, where else, but the beeps
of a telephone. Dj ImFamouzz (who
feels the need to announce who he is
before each song), you have already
dropped too many songs, so I am
pleading with you, keep your rhymes
and beats to yourself.

Kill Paradise
As a fellow Coloradoan, it hurts
me to criticize another denizen of
the Mile High City, but I had to
expose this boy and warn the world
of he who tarnishes the Denver
music scene. I was initially put
off by singer Nick's grating vocals,
which have been remixed in an at
tempt to cover up his inability to
carry a melody. His sound is one
of 90's boy-band pop, with lyrics
befitting a middle-school dance.
The final straw came when, in his
influences, Nick listed Brit art-rock
band "Block Party." Did you mean
Bloc Party?

All photos from www.myspace.corr

Miss Tequila has only posted
one song on her page, but this
is more than enough to earn her
a coveted spot on this list. The
name of the song cannot be printed
without censorship, so you'll have
to check out her site for yourself.
Part-stripper, part-girl band, Tila
Tequila has been featured as a
part of Maxim's Hot 100, and has
decided that as such she must make
music about how she doesn't want
to do inappropriate things with
your man.
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Don Carlos: Mexican innovations in an unassuming locale
Sam Wooley

Staff Writer

Burrito places are an irremovable
institution in San Diego and they pro
vide the perfect comfort food after a
long night of debauchery at the beach.
Whether you go for the carne asada bur
rito or just an horchata you are bound to
get your fix.
Don Carlos, located at 737 Pearl
Street in La Jolla, is a prime example
of such establishments. Since 1983, this
family-run eatery has been a big favorite
of La Jolla and San Diego locals. Located
right next door to Dick's Liquor, the
place is covered in bright banners, signs,
and flags. These vivid decorations have
offended some of the more reserved La
Jollans, but the fact that someone said,
"They look like they belong in Mexico,"
gives me a new love for them.
Owners Seidy Hill and Ryan, her
son, keep up the tradition of creative yet
healthy food that Seidy's Costa Rican
Uncle Carlos began over 25 years ago.
The expansive menu offers all of the old
standbys while throwing tons of delicious

new creations into the mix. Burritos like
the Clairemont (a California burrito with
camitas instead of came asada) and the
El Nino and La Nina (with came and
polio asada, peppers, onions, jalapeno
cheese and salsa fresca) are favorites
among regulars. Every regular burrito
has a vegetarian counterpart, substituting
tofii, soyrizo (soy bean chorizo), potatoes
and mushrooms. Vegan options are avail
able as well.
The 26 different kinds of tamales, all
handmade and original family creations,
are a great choice to take home in bulk
for later. There are meat options like
the red sauce beef, chicken and pork;
vegetarian options like the mushroom
tofu and harvest (with com, zucchini,
carrots, garlic and a mild red chili sauce);
and sweet options like pineapple, raisin
and pumpkin. The specials board usually
has great deals that come with tons of
food, good if you're starved after being
in the sun all day. Try the hamburguesa
or tortas for a Mexican take on food you
eat everyday.
The future looks bright for Don Car
los. There is talk of opening up a second

Sam Wooley/The Vista
La Jolla's Don Carlos Taco Shop offers both classic and updated Mexican favorites.

restaurant, perhaps even somewhere
near campus. The business is expanding,
They have catered to big names such as
Radiohead and Death Cab for Cutie at the
Viejas concerts at Embarcadero Marina

/

Homestyle
cooking in
Mission Beach
Michelle Darnell

Design Editor

Mission Beach is usually full of in
toxicated college students searching for
an overcrowded party. However, I was
lucky enough to find an alternative to this
scene. Like many college students, I found
myself searching for breakfast at 2:00
pm on a busy Saturday afternoon. While
walking down Mission Boulevard with a
Michelle Darnell/The Vista
friend, I spotted an inviting cafe on Santa
The
Olive
Cafe
on
Mission
Boulevard
serves
breakfast
all
day
long.
Clara Street. The quaint restaurant seemed
raspberries,
which
include
blueberries,
to offer more than just a great meal, with and decided she never wanted to leave,
blackberries
and
chocolate
chips,
topped
an atmosphere that made me feel right at so she brought a little piece of home,
banana
slices
and
powdered
sugar.
with
home. I felt like I was in an East Coast her restaurant - Olive Cafe. Everything,
After the description, I knew one of us had
coffee bar, while still experiencing the including personalized mugs, coffee
to order it. Breakfast dishes like "Dad's
cards, puzzles and the menu, can make
relaxed, beach vibe.
Pancakes"
and lunch are served all day
Owner and USD graduate, Sarah Mat- one forget they live in a busy city.
at
Olive
Cafe;
one can choose from eggs,
Sarah handed us the menu, which
tison, who bought the restaurant four
sandwiches, coffee drinks, home-made
years ago, greeted us with a smile. She was full of great dishes. The special,
pastries, quesadillas and international
came to Mission Beach from New York she described, was "Dad's Pancakes,"

South, and are looking to do more in
that area. No matter what happens, Don
Carlos stands far above any place in
San Diego if you are looking for good,
authentic Mexican food.
specialties. My personal favorites include
the chicken pesto sandwich with spicy to
mato soup, or, for that 2:00 p.m. breakfast
craving, the south swell egg and pancake
combination, with fresh fruit and an iced
chai latte.
On this particular Saturday afternoon,
I sat on the outside deck of Olive Cafe
feeling right at home. I watched Sarah
greet families, neighbors and friends with
open arms and immediately thought about
spreading the word; this was unlike any
place I had been in San Diego. Olive Cafe
is the perfect place for sitting and chatting
with a friend or for studying. Wireless
Internet is free and available for customer
use. If you're in a rush, feel free to call and
pick up a great meal. The cafe is not over
priced, and use of campus cash for USD
students may soon be available.
The employees of this secret spot are
determined to serve fresh food with a
smile and make everyone feel they are
part of the family. Olive Cafe is located
bayside on Santa Clara Street in North
Mission Beach and is open seven days
a week, with breakfast and lunch served
all day. Whether you want to study with
a fresh cup of coffee or find serenity and
a home-cooked meal with some friends,
Olive Cafe is the place.

Editor's Picks 9/28 -10/4
Thursday September 28

Friday September 29

Friday September 29 (continued)

Yeah Yeah Yeahs @
Soma
3350 Sports Arena Blvd.
San Diego, California 92110

The Science of Sleep opens @
Landmark's Hillcrest Cinemas
3965 5th Ave.
San Diego, California 92103

We Are Scientists & Art Brut @
The Casbah
2501 KettnerBlvd.
San Diego, California 92101

Sunday October 1

Tuesday October 3

Wednesday October 4

Paul Simon @
Viejas Concerts
Embarcadero Park South
San Diego, California 92101

Jose Gonzalez @
The Casbah
2501 Kettner Blvd.
San Diego, California 92101

Miss Witherspoon @
Lyceum Thatre
79 Horton Plaza
San Diego, California 92101

www.myspace.com
Jose Gonzalez plays at The Casbah this Wednesday.
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Brazilian Girls continue to globetrot through languages
and genres in their follow-up album, Talk to La Bomb
Andrew Marzoni
Arts & Culture Editor
Though no one in the band is actually
Brazilian, and there is only one female
member, it is my opinion that Brazil
ian Girls is not exactly a misnomer.
Though it may be a result of the band's
name influencing and my tendancy to
romanticize everything to somewhat
ridiculous, cinematic proportions, but
Brazilian Girls' music reminds me of,

well, Brazilian girls.
While listening to the group's new
album, Talk to La Bomb, I see Brazil
ian girls riding on mopeds, Brazilian
girls dancing in colorfully lit, glamour
ous nightclubs, Brazilian girls sitting
on couches in Rio hotel lobbies, and
Brazilian girls kissing Brazilian boys
on Brazilian beaches. And, as it goes
without saying, these are very exciting
images.
Outside of the images that their music

www.braziliangirls.com
Didi Gutman, Jesse Murphy, Aaron Johnston, and Sabina Sciubba of Brazilian Girls.

evokes and the infatuation with bossanova that was displayed on their 2005
self-titled debut, the commonalities they
share with Pele's motherland are few.
However, this is not to say that the
group is not extremely international.
Their globetrotting sensibilities are dis
played in both their dabbling in musical
styles from all around the world and the
fact that their vocalist, Sabina Sciubba,
sings in French, Spanish, German, Ital
ian, and English.
Sciubba, an American who spent
a significant part of her childhood in
Italy and Germany, is the serenic and
aesthetic core (note the photo at left)
of Brazilian Girls, who also include
keyboardist Didi Gutman, bassist Jesse
Murphy and drummer Aaron Johnston.
Her voice, though clearly cultivated in
jazz music, is as chameleonic as the
band's genre.
Talk to La Bomb opens with "Jique," a
dark and dancy synth-pop tune in which
Sciubba makes her voice as breathy as
possible to tell her listener, "You know
I really really like you." She then slips
into French, and even if vous ne parlez
pas frangais, it's hard not to believe her.
In the next song, "All About Us," over
a bassline reminiscent of early Michael
Jackson, Sciubba is clearly not referring
to her own music in pointing out that,
"It's not about the melody when there
is none." •

Talk to La Bomb is full of unconven
tional, very complex melodies which
Sciubba speaks, sings, croons and
screams.
The instrumentation and arrangement
of this album is much more experimen
tal then that of their debut, resulting in a
different Brazilian Girls than the world
was introduced to. While their first
release was full of homage to reggae,
bossanova, and very straightforward
dance music, Talk to La Bomb explores
the darker sides of electo, often remi
niscent of Ladytron, Adult and Fischerspooner. A number of songs on the
album, notably the title track as well
as "Tourist Trap," include long, epic
introductions and strange electronic
jams full ofbeeps, percussive clicks and
spoken-word samples.
Ultimately, Brazilian Girls create
lounge music for a new generation of
multi-lingual, jet-setting socialites with
a fondness for smooth, jazz-inspired
electronic melodies, and rowdy, syn
thesized dance music. They make songs
that could be heard in an Indie record
store as easily as an airport bar. Their
unique, unpredictable style caters to
everyone and no one at once, both boost
ing their accessibility and marginalizing
them at the same time. Even if their
name didn't bring to mind scantily clad
South American beauties, it would still
make your heart beat faster.
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Christie Osborne's Top 10 San Diego bands
The Buzzbombs
The Prayers
The Plot to Blow Up the Eiffel Tower
Anya Marina
Cape May
Andrew Marzoni's Top 10 San Diego bands
Reeve Oliver
The Black Heart Procession
The Jury
The Power-Chords
UV Tigers
Get Back Loretta
The Stereotypes
The Silent Comedy
The Displaced
The Sess
A Scribe Amidst the Lions
The Boyish Charms
Kill Me Tomorrow
Adam Gnade
The Vision of a Dying World
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Torero of the Week: Josh Johnson
Junior quarterback remains humble despite national recognition

When asked about his proud
est
athletic achievements, John
Staff Writer
son brings up the Oakland Ath
letic League Championship he
The USAToday "Player of the won in high school, as well as
Week" poll last week included last year's title with the Toreros.
the usual suspects: a receiver All of his future goals in football
from Michigan, quarterbacks are team oriented, such as lead
from Oregon and Purdue and ing the Toreros to an undefeated
a safety from Auburn. All were season and into the Division
players from schools with big I-AA Playoffs.
time football programs. But
That's the unselfish mentality
scrolling down the page, there that Johnson learned growing
was one more name on the list: up in a rough neighborhood in
the University of San Diego's Oakland. His mother, Rosemary
Josh Johnson.
Whisenton, was forced to work
Johnson was nominated for three jobs in order to provide for
the prestigious award after his Josh and his siblings.
415 total yards and five touch
"My mom did everything to
downs propelled USD to a 43- make sure her kids didn't suffer,"
17 thrashing of Yale. Although Johnson said. "She worked so
Johnson didn't
hard that it drives
take home the
me to be some
USA Today hon
thing in life for
ors (they went to
her."
Johnson has
Michigan's Mario
translated that
Manningham), he
drive into an
was named the
PFL Offensive
already prolific
Player of the
college football
Week for the sec
career, but he
ond consecutive
almost wasn't
week.
given that oppor
He also re
tunity. Johnson
ceived some
was not highly
much-deserved
recruited out of
national recogni
Oakland Tech
tion from the USA
High School, de
Today nomina
spite throwing for
tion. "It was a
1,900 yards and
great honor for
22 touchdowns
me to be men
his senior sea
tioned," Johnson
son. USD Head
said. "But I was
Coach Jim Harhappier that our
baugh was the
school was being
only recruiter
noticed nationally
who was confi
Josh Johnson
because we de
dent that Johnson
serve it."
could play at the
The humble quarterback has next level.
been nothing short of spectacu
Since Johnson committed
lar since earning his first start to USD, Coach Harbaugh and
at USD last fall. After winning his staff have benefited from
numerous individual awards the quarterback's awe-induc
last season (USD Most Valuable ing athleticism and strong arm.
Player, First Team All-America, But Johnson has also been able
Offensive Back of the Year to to take advantage of having a
name a few) and leading USD former Pro Bowl quarterback as
to the Pioneer League Cham his head coach.
"Coach Harbaugh has helped
pionship, Johnson is having an
even better junior campaign. my knowledge of the game grow
Through the Toreros first three tremendously to the point where
games, Johnson has passed for I can watch the NFL and look at
776 yards and eight touchdowns, the game from a different per
while rushing for 166 yards and spective," Johnson said.
With the way that Johnson's
four scores.
Still, the team-oriented John playing, it's not unfathomable
son shies away from individual that he could someday be watch
achievements. "Team accom ing himself in the NFL.
Johnson and his teammates
plishments are always more
important because I'm on the return to Torero Stadium on
field with 10 other guys and if Sat., Oct. 7 at 2 p.m., when they
they weren't there I wouldn't be battle Butler in their homecom
ing game.
able to do anything."

Peter Byrne

Anthony Gentile
Sports Editor
I must admit that I am
not much of a baseball fan. I
have always considered 162
games too long of a season.
So long, in fact, that it allows
the cream to rise to the top
season after season (see the
Yankees and Cardinals this
year), in spite of consistently
poor performance in the
opening months of an MLB
season.
Having said that, however,
I can also admit that one of
the best player entrances in
sports comes from America's
pastime. Incidentally, this
player has spent over a de
cade here in San Diego.
If you have not been to a
Padres' game, either at Jack
Murphy Stadium, Qualcomm
Stadium or Petco Park, then
you haven't yet experienced
this surge of excitement.
When the Padres are in the
lead and the eighth inning
ends, the displays in the
stadium go black. You know
what's coming next.
You hear it: the sound of
a gong-like bell. Then the
guitars start in. By the time
the lyrics of AC/DC's "Hell's
Bells" begin, San Diego Pa
dres' closer Trevor Hoffman
is in a full jog from the out
field bullpen to the pitcher's
mound.
Whether the objective of
"Trevor Time" is to pump up
Hoffman or simply stir the
Padre faithful into a frenzy, it
appears that both are always
achieved. Last Sunday after
noon at Petco Park, history
was made.
In a 14-pitch outing, Hoff
man retired three Pittsburgh
Pirates' batters in consecutive
order to earn the 479th save
of his 13-year career. With
the save, Hoffman passed
Lee Smith to become the
all-time saves leader in Major
League Baseball. He also
gave the Padres an important
2-1 victory in the midst of a
very tight pennant race.
Congratulations to Trevor
Hoffman. He's the only per
son that can make "Hell's
Bells" heavenly.

"Team
accomplish
ments are al
ways more im
portant
because I'm on
the field with
10 other guys
and if they
weren't there
I wouldn't be
able to do any
thing."

PHOTOS COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS

Last Game
Sept. 16 at Yale
Passing:
28-35, 345 yards, 4 TDs
Rushing:
8 carries, 70 yards, 1 TD
Result: USD 43, Yale 17

2006 Awards
In his second year as the
Toreros' starting quarterback,
Josh Johnson is enjoying a
great 2006 campaign. In three
games, the junior from Oakland
has thrown for 776 yards and
eight touchdowns.

USA Today Player of the
Week nominee (Sept. 16)
PFL Offensive Player of the
Week (Sept. 9 and 16)

Editor's Pick: Football
College
#1 Ohio State (4-0) at #13
Iowa (4-0) Saturday, 5 p.m.
Ohio State makes another
tough road trip, this time to
Iowa City. The Buckeyes can
win all facets of the game, and
they may be the best team in
the land.
But Drew Tate is the fear
less leader of a tough Iowa
club that has not been tested
yet this season. Without a
doubt, they will be on Sat
urday.
Pick: Ohio State 24, Iowa 20

NFL
Seattle (3-0) at Chicago (3-0)
Sunday, 5:15 p.m.
Most teams have a hard
time winning at Soldier Field.
It will be even tougher for
the Seahawks, who will be
playing without Shaun Al
exander.
Seattle activated Deion
Branch last week, and their
passing game exploded
against the Giants. The Bears
are not short of weapons on
the offensive side either.
Pick: Seahawks 20, Bears 17
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USD football riding high after win over Yale
Patrick Brady
Campus Focus Editor
Every college football team has a
particular game that each player antici
pates the moment that the next season's
schedule is announced. For the USD
Toreros, that game was the Yale game
on Sept. 16.
"We call them red letter games," To
reros' Head Coach Jim Harbaugh said.
"We circle these games to stress their
importance on our schedule."
USD, which competes in the Pioneer
Football League, is allowed five nonconference games on their schedule,
which included the Yale game this year.
The strength of a team's non-conference
schedule can be a factor in deciding
which Division I-AA teams get invited
to postseason play.
"They're the ultimate measuring
stick," junior defensive end Eric Bakhtiari
said. "They give us a feel for the type of
team we are, and the type of team we
need to be to succeed."
This year's game against the Bulldogs
marked the second season in a row USD
has played Yale, with last year's game
creating a bitter premise for this season's
bout in New Haven, Conn.

"Yale acted as though their defeat to
us last year was a fluke," Bakhtiari said.
"They provided plenty of bulletin board
material for this year's game, calling
our running backs, wide receivers, and
defense unspectacular."
Yale even went as far as telling their
student newspaper that USD would not
present much of an obstacle in future
meetings between the two teams. For
standout junior wide receiver Wes Doyle,
this was just the motivation he needed to
deliver a spectacular performance.
"Anytime someone questions your
ability, it's personal," Doyle said. "That
kind of motivation can be powerful,
especially when you're entering a game
like this."
On Sat, Sept. 16, in front of a hostile
Yale crowd of close to 20,000, USD tram
pled the unsuspecting Bulldogs 43-17.
"We were strong right out of the gate,"
Doyle said. "Our defense forced a fumble
COURTESY OF USD ATHLETICS
on the first series, setting Josh [Johnson] USD's Wes Doyle had eight catches for
up to get me the ball in the end zone for 190 yards and three touchdowns in the
Toreros' 43-17 win at Yale on Sept. 16.
the game's first score."
Doyle would tack on two more scores,
Beating Yale was a feat that tran
delivering a stellar performance. He fin scended the goals of more than just
ished the day with eight receptions for 190 Torero players and coaches, but also the
university itself.
yards and three touchdowns.
"Our playmakers stepped up," Har
"Yale is the kind of school you would
baugh said. "We dominated."
like to be mentioned in the same breath

Anthony Gentile
Sports Editor
USD men's soccer beats Portland, Gonzaga; ranked 10th in nation
The Toreros opened West Coast Con
ference play with a bang at Torero Stadium
last Friday against Portland. USD defeated
the Pilots 1-0.
Freshman midfielder Ciaran O'Brien
scored the match's only goal in the 23rd
minute, his third of the season. Senior
goalkeeper Lance Friesz had four saves
for his second consecutive shutout.
USD followed up with a sound 4-0 vic
tory over Gonzaga on Sunday afternoon.
Junior midfielder Tannen Wels kicked
off the scoring for the Toreros in the 19th
minute with a header off of a cross from
O'Brien. The goal was Wels' third of the

with," Harbaugh said. "When you can go
out there and beat them like we did, it's a
big deal, not just for our players, but for
our students and alumni as well."
The USD players themselves had no
problem relishing the moment.
"It felt like 60 of us versus 20,000 of
them," Bakhtiari said. "And there's noth
ing like silencing a capacity crowd that
doesn't respect you. It meant a lot."
Starting the season with three consecu
tive wins, the Toreros embark on their
most ambitious schedule to date. Their
schedule includes an end-of-the-year
match-up with Division I-AA powerhouse
UC Davis.
"This is definitely the best schedule in
our history," Harbaugh said. "The kids
love it and it makes for good bonding and
strong morale."
Although the competition has elevated,
USD's goals remain the same.
"We want to repeat as PFL champi
ons," Harbaugh said. "Our goal every
year is to go undefeated and hopefully
earn an invitation to the Division I-AA
playoffs."
USD continues to approach each op
ponent one game at a time. This weekend,
they travel to North Carolina to open up
PFL play on Saturday at Davidson Col
lege.

year.
O'Brien himself would then score on a
breakaway just before the end of the first
half, which gave the Toreros a 2-0 lead
headed into the break. USD controlled
the first half of Sunday's match, as they
outshot Gonzaga 11 -6.
Forwards Ryan Guy and Adam Mariani
each scored for the Toreros in the second
half to put the game beyond reach. Friesz
and sophomore Kelin Briones combined
for the shutout.
USD is now 7-1-0 overall (2-0-0 WCC),
and they have reeled off five straight vic
tories. The Toreros are perfect at home,
with a 7-0 record. They have rocketed
from unranked to 10th in the most recent
NSCAA/Adidas top-25 poll.
The Toreros continue WCC action on
the road when they play Saint Mary's on
Friday and Santa Clara on Sunday.

ADENA JANSEN/THE VISTA

The Toreros' Ciaran O'Brien scores a goal against Gonzaga to give USD a 2-0 lead.
USD went on to blank the Bulldogs 4-0.
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USD rebounds against Arizona State
Women's soccer overcomes adversity to shut out Pac-10 opponent
Anthony Gentile
Sports Editor
The University of San Di
ego women's soccer team had
plenty of reasons to excuse a
poor performance on Sunday
afternoon against Arizona State
University. However, playing
with only 14 players due to
injury and a family emergency,
the Toreros made no excuses.
"We showed some character
today," Toreros' Head Coach
Ada Greenwood said. "I'm
pretty happy about it to be hon
est with you."
USD instead took down
the Sun Devils 1-0 at To
rero Stadium. The win ended
a two-game losing streak that
included losses to the Univer
sity of California Irvine and
the 16th-ranked University of
Southern California.
"(This win) was very impor
tant," senior defender Brittany
Young said. "We had one tough
loss last Sunday, and then
Friday's game we just didn't
play as well as we should have.
So we knew we needed to win
this game in order to keep our
record high."
Young bolstered a defense Top: USD defender Giuliana Longmire battles for possession
that stifled the Arizona State against an Arizona State midfielder.
attack and helped earn soph Right: A Toreros' player follows through on a header against the
omore goalkeeper Brittany Sun Devils in USD's 1-0 victory on Sunday.
Cameron her second shutout of match as they started it, with chemistry and playing for each
the season. Cameron made four strong defense to frustrate other.
"We gotta have team charac
Arizona State. Sunday's win
saves on the afternoon.
Senior midfielder Veronica marked the Sun Devils' first ter; we gotta stick together; we
gotta work hard together every
Ambort scored the match's road defeat of the season.
lone goal in the 26th minute.
"We're dealing with a lot week," Greenwood said. "And
She knocked the ball into the of adversity," Greenwood I feel like we're doing that right
net from a few yards out, off said. "But we got a win today now, and we just gotta keep
of a short cross from freshman against a decent opponent, and working on it."
This quality play in the
midfielder Hallie
[I'm] just happy
Huston.
that we fought early season earned the Toreros
through it with national recognition, as they
"I was basi
all the injuries were ranked 22nd in NSCAA/
cally just wanting
and everything. Adidas national rankings two
to score," Am
It's definitely a weeks ago. Currently, the team
bort said, "and
positive situa is unranked nationally, but
(Huston) cut the
ranked 10th in the West in this
ball back and I
tion."
was just standing
USD and Ari week's regional rankings.
"We're not really too con
there. I busted
zona State tallied
my ass to get in
nine shots apiece cerned about rankings," Ambo
the box."
in the match. rt said. "It's nice to be ranked,
But the Toreros but it's not something that we
A physical,
controlled pos play for."
defensive match
USD closes out its nonsession through
ensued, and tem
out, indicated by conference slate this weekend,
pers flared in the
their 10-4 advan playing at the third-ranked
second half. Af
tage in corner at University of California Los
ter a foul called
tempts, seven of Angeles on Friday, and return
against Arizona
which came in ing home to Torero Stadium to
State in the 85th
host the University of Hawai'i
the second half.
minute, Sun DevWith the win, Sunday at 5 p.m. No matter
ils' head coach
USD improved where the Toreros end up this
Ray Leone vo
USD Head Coach to 7-3-0 on the season, Greenwood likes where
cally disagreed
with the call.
Ada Greenwood season, sporting they're at right now.
"There's a lot of soccer left,
a 5-1-0 record at
Leone received
but
after 10 games we're 7-3,"
home.
The
Toreros
have
got
his second yellow card of the
match, resulting in a red card ten off to a strong start, which he said. "It's very positive, and
Ambort and Young said can hopefully we can get back on
and his ejection.
The Toreros closed out the be attributed to teamwork, track next weekend."

"We're deal
ing with a lot of
adversity. But
we got a win
today against
a decent oppo
nent, and [I'm]
just happy
that we fought
through it with
all the injuries
and every
thing.
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